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Asian HNW and UHNW Investors and the Global Fixed Income and Credit Markets
What is the role of income in a client’s portfolio?
How much income do they need?
What are the best options to find yield today?
What level of risk is acceptable?
What’s the role of ETFs today?
How can you access the growing opportunity in the China fixed income and credit
markets?
What sources of yield enhancement are not fixed income, and why is the nature of risks
different?
The flooding of the world’s financial markets with global central bank in truly remarkable,
some might say frightening for the future generations, so what does the panel think
about the world of fixed income risk and reward amidst this unprecedented environment?
Where can investors find value as well as relative safety at this time?
What strategies should investors be adopting for their portfolios in terms of overall
allocations to FI and credit?
Within their FI and credit portfolios, how should they be allocating within the different
segments, in other worlds Developed Sovereign, EM Sovereign, Municipals, High-Rated
Corporate, High-Yield, Private Credit?
Which currencies should investors be in, especially bearing in mind recent dollar
weakness and the spectre of the US election?
Which regions offer the best combination of manageable risk and reward?
Should it be a fixed or variable allocation?
How to diversify within the fixed income theme and why?
What kind of vehicles to invest in? Direct public markets, private markets, FMPs or
Funds? Pros and Cons.
The property and leasing markets took a hit due to coronavirus this year, why do you
think REIT is still an appealing asset class at the moment?
As an ETF issuer, why do you think an ETF wrapper makes sense for investors seeking to
capture yields in the REITs sector?
How have REITs performed in the current low yield environment and how do yields
compare to other asset class?
How do you anticipate this strategy will be used in a portfolio context from both
institutional and retail clients?
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